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Smart socket switch WiFi Avatto DMS16-2 TUYA
The  Avatto  Intelligent  Induction  Switch  is  a  solution  that  brings  a  new  quality  to  your  home,  allowing  you  to  operate  your  lighting
remotely. This compact product is designed with convenience and efficiency in mind, offering a range of features that will make your life
simpler and more comfortable. The switch supports bidirectional control.
 
Small size, big capabilities
Despite  its  small  size  (39  x  39 x  19.4  mm),  the  switch  offers  great  capabilities.  With  it,  you can remotely  control  the  lighting  in  your
home, no matter where you are. Its installation is simple and requires no specialized skills.  Connect it  to your WiFi  network and enjoy
smart lighting. 
 
Control with the app
Control the lighting in your home without getting up from the comfort of your chair. The mobile app allows you to intuitively manage the
switch. You can turn the lights on and off, adjust their brightness, and set operating schedules - all from your smartphone.
 
Alexa, turn off the light
Control  can  be  even  easier.  The  Avatto  DMS16-2  TUYA  switch  is  compatible  with  voice  assistants  such  as  Amazon  Alexa  and  Google
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Home. This means you can control your lighting with voice commands. You no longer have to get out of bed to turn off the lights before
bed - the smart switch will do it for you!
 
Light to suit the needs of the whole family
With the "Family Share" feature, you can share control of the switch with multiple users in your family. This is a great solution that will
allow you to adjust the lighting to the current needs of all residents. 
 
Timer function and scheduling
The Avatto DMS16-2 TUYA switch allows you to set timers and schedules for the lighting in your home. This allows you to save energy
and adjust the lighting according to your needs. Let the light automatically turn off at a set time to signal bedtime, or wake you up in the
morning when it's still dark outside the window.
 
Ability to group switches
Enjoy the ability to control lighting throughout your home! Avatto offers the ability to group individual switches, allowing you to control
them simultaneously from within the app. Now, to turn off the lights in individual rooms with just a few clicks in the app.
 
	Manufacturer
	Avatto
	Model
	DMS16-2
	Voltage
	AC 100-240V 50/60 Hz
	Maximum load
	AC 230V 2x 100W/ AC 120V 2x 60W
	Operating frequency
	2.412 GHz-2.484 GHz
	Operating temperature
	-10℃ + 40℃
	WiFi protocol
	WiFi IEEE 802.11b/g/n
	Operation range
	

Preço:

€ 14.50

Casa inteligente, Intelligent Home Control
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